
Horvát� Men�
Paul Lincke Ufer 44a 10999 Berlin, London, United Kingdom

+493061289992 - https://www.restaurant-horvath.de/

The place from London offers 17 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average price of £17. The diner is
accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the weather,

you can also sit outside and eat. What Alice Schäfer doesn't like about Horváth:
It is too salty to taste the food's original flavor for me. The waiters are friendly but I often need to add drinks by

myself. I cannot get the idea from the creative opinion of the dishes. It is a good restaurant but I doubt why they
can get two stars from Michelin read more. Tasty dishes of international cuisine are freshly made for you at

Horváth, The customers of the restaurant also consider the large selection of differing coffee and tea specialities
that the restaurant offers. There are also exquisite dishes available, typical for Europe, And in addition to that, the

restaurant also offers a diversity of Austrian meals, including Wiener Schnitzel, tasty Kässpatzen and also a
portion of Kaiserschmarrn - with or without raisins.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

Uncategor�e�
GÄNGE

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

CELERY

unendlic�... unentbehrlic�...
unentgeltlic�...
MAISHUHN BÄRLAUCH ERBSE £28

VOLLMILCH HOLLER HEU £13

RHABARBER WACHOLDER GRIESS £11

WASSERKEFIR DÖRRZWETSCHKE
ZITRONE £9

GRÜNER SPARGEL REH
GÄRTOPFGEMÜSE £21

ZWIEBEL TAUBENKLEIN KOHLRABI £19

EINBRENNTE HUND MINZE
SCHNITTKNOBLAUCH £16

LAUCH BROT RETTICH £15

FORELLE KALBSKOPF FRÜHKRAUT £23
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ENDIVIE PASTINAKE PETERSILIE £16
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